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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks disrupt and deny legitimate computer and network
resource usage through compromised hosts that monopolize resources. Mitigation technologies
have been developed to defend against DDOS attacks, but there is little understanding of the
fundamental relationships among DDOS attacks, mitigation strategies, and attacker performance.
Without a solid understanding of these fundamental relationships, it is difficult to determine the
ability of mitigation technologies to address the DDOS problem or how mitigation technologies
can successfully be deployed together. The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
(JHU/APL), under sponsorship of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency’s FaultTolerant Networks Program, has been conducting the DDOS Defense Attack Tradeoff Analysis
(DATA). DDOS-DATA is using modeling and simulation (M&S) to analyze mitigation technology
performance, determine how an attacker can react to mitigation technologies, and understand
ways mitigation technologies can be layered to reduce attacker effectiveness. DDOS-DATA is a
2-year effort; this final report summarizes the first year’s results, discusses the analysis
methodology, and documents the analysis results for the second year.

1.1 SCOPE
Numerous possible network configurations, attack options, and mitigation strategies can be
analyzed for DDOS-DATA. The following decisions were made to scope the analysis effort:
• Target network – DDOS-DATA is analyzing a 500+ node target network that represents an
existing JHU/APL network.
• Attacker – The attacker’s goal is to deny usage of JHU/APL’s internal Web server through
server resource monopolization or bandwidth flooding.
• Mitigation technologies – During its first year, DDOS-DATA focused on three mitigation
technologies:
− Active Monitor, which is a system based on Purdue CERIAS’ synkill, which
monitors network traffic and resets invalid traffic (Reference 1)
− Rate Limiter, which configures a router with Cisco’s Committed Access Rate
(CAR) to limit how much traffic of a certain type it can pass (Reference 2)
− Proof-of-Work, which requires clients to “pay” for server usage by solving a
puzzle (Reference 3)
The second year effort expanded the mitigation technologies to include D-WARD, which is a
system that computes dynamic rate limits based on its classification of traffic flows and
connections (Reference 4) and NetBouncer, which is a Network Associates, Inc. (NAI) system
that uses legitimacy tests to differentiate legitimate traffic from attack traffic and forwards packets
it deems legitimate (Reference 5). Figure 1-1 shows the deployment of these technologies in a
notional network.

1.2 ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY
There are a variety of options for analyzing computer network attacks and mitigation strategies.
Closed-form analysis may be the most desirable form, but can require many simplifying
assumptions. The resulting models provide valuable first-order insights, but detailed analysis
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using them is limited. An alternative approach is a real-world testbed, which is an excellent
approach to understand attack dynamics. However, a testbed can be limited in its ability

Figure 1-1 Mitigation Technology Deployment
to vary key parameters (e.g., the packet-forwarding speed of a router), and size limitations can
restrict the analysis of DDOS attacks that may use hundreds of nodes. M&S provides an
approach with several advantages over closed-form and real-world testbed analysis: the ability to
vary key parameters that may not be easily modifiable in a testbed, the ability to easily repeat a
given analysis scenario, and the use of models without debilitating simplifications. However,
successfully using M&S requires model validation, which can be very time consuming. In addition,
the tradeoff between model fidelity and model run time must be carefully considered. Because of
the flexibility and level of detail it provides, the DDOS-DATA analysis uses M&S. Analysis using
M&S requires an in-depth understanding of how attacks and mitigation technologies function.
This is accomplished at JHU/APL through literature surveys, code examination, and
experimentation in JHU/APL’s Information Operations Laboratory. Through this process, key
parameters and behaviors are identified that then drive model requirements and design. OPNET
Modeler, a commercial discrete event network simulation package, is used for model
development. Development requires enhancing existing OPNET models (e.g., to build the target
network model) or creating models from scratch (e.g., to build the attack and mitigation models).
Because computer network attacks often exploit nuances in protocol implementations and
existing OPNET models adhere to the protocol specifications, they are typically not susceptible to
attack without enhancements. Model verification and validation are critical to the modeling
process. Without them, it is simply not possible to derive value from the results. Verification
ensures that the model correctly implements the developer’s intent (i.e., “Did I implement it
right?”). Validation takes many forms, but often compares the model to the real system ensuring
correct model behavior (i.e., “Did I implement the right thing?”). After the models have been
constructed, verified, and validated, the analysis (Figure 1-2) begins. To perform the analysis, it is
first necessary to determine metrics. These metrics must be quantitative in nature and provide a
means to compare system performance across many scenarios. Given the metrics, the target
network is examined under benign (i.e., no attack) conditions, under attack conditions, and under
attack conditions with mitigation technologies in place.
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Figure 1-2 Analysis Flow

1.3 YEAR 1 ANALYSIS OVERVIEW (RESULTS SUMMARY)
The DDOS-DATA first-year effort (Reference 6) quantified the relationships between DDOS
attacks and the Active Monitor, Rate Limiter, and Proof-of-Work mitigation technologies.
These technologies were analyzed individually and, where appropriate, together. This section
summarizes the results for individual technology analysis and combined technologies analysis.
(Appendix B provides more detailed summary charts extracted from Reference 6.) When
individual technologies were analyzed, the findings were as follows:
• Mitigation technologies that classify nodes (e.g., Active Monitor) are effective at freeing
resources as long as the classifier behaves correctly. For the classifier to behave correctly, the
schemes should account for data loss (e.g., packets lost in the network or SYN-ACKs not being
returned by a server). Because an attacker can also use the classifier to the attacker’s benefit
(e.g., cause legitimate nodes to be misclassified, thereby using the mitigation technology to deny
service), the classification algorithms must be robust.
• The rate-limiting technique based on Cisco’s CAR restricts a particular attack to using a
predetermined amount of network bandwidth. While this will allow other processes to continue,
dropping packets blindly will cause an attack’s effect to be amplified as the user and attacker
compete for the limited bandwidth. This finding suggests that deploying rate limiting closer to the
attack source and using more information to make packet discard decisions may be beneficial.
• Requiring a client to make a payment can be an effective countermeasure against Denial of
Service (DoS) attackers if a single system cannot afford to make payments at the attack rate.
However, a distributed attack that spreads the payment mechanism throughout the network is an
effective means of countering these techniques. While this technique was overcome with a
relatively small (i.e., 45-node) distributed attacker, it did force the attacker to use the Internet
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Protocol (IP) address of the compromised host. This restriction could facilitate attack attribution.
The combinations of Rate Limiter/Active Monitor and Active Monitor/Proof-of-Work were also
analyzed. These analyses found the following:
• Combining Rate Limiter and Active Monitor and then increasing the bandwidth available to Web
connection requests showed that Active Monitor was able to increase availability compared to
Rate Limiter alone. While the results were worse than Active Monitor alone, they do demonstrate
that the two mitigation technologies can be successfully combined; namely, Rate Limiter restricts
network bandwidth while Active Monitor, using its successful classification of connections, resets
connections from any passed attack packets.
• When combining Active Monitor and Proof-of-Work, the distributed attack developed against the
Proof-of-Work technology was successfully mitigated because Active Monitor was able to reset
packets originating from the attackers. Unfortunately, the attacker was able to adapt to this
scenario and create an attack that successfully misclassified nodes because Proof-of-Work
interfered with the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) three-way handshake. Analyses of these two
combined technologies suggest that mitigation technologies can be successfully combined, but
only when they either share information (e.g., if Proof-of-Work and Active Monitor shared
information, Active Monitor would not have misclassified nodes in the second attack) or when
they are designed to not interfere with each other (e.g., the parameters over which the systems
operate are independent). Because Rate Limiter preempts the three-way handshake by
discarding packets, Active Monitor is able to monitor the remaining handshakes. However,
because the Proof-of-Work process, by discarding the SYN packet at the server, interrupted the
three-way handshake being monitored by Active Monitor, an attacker was given an opportunity to
deny service.

1.4 YEAR 2 ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
Subsections 1.4.1 through 1.4.4 describe the analysis, target network, attack, and measures of
effectiveness that are the focus of this report.
1.4.1 ANALYSIS CASES
1.4.1.1 Baseline
This analysis examines the network with no attack or mitigation technology. The user’s ability to
receive Web pages from a given Web server is monitored, and values needed to tune the
mitigation technologies are collected. That is, some mitigation technologies require knowledge of
network behavior to operate. Where necessary, these parameters are derived from the baseline
analysis. The baseline analysis is used to confirm there is no DoS when no attack is present (i.e.,
the network is well behaved under normal conditions) and establishes nominal handshake delay,
server data rate, and client data rate.
1.4.1.2 System Tuning
The protocols that facilitate network communications use a wide variety of parameters that, in
many cases, can be tuned. This analysis experiments with a variety of resources to determine the
effect on performance in the face of an attack.
1.4.1.3 One Mitigation Technology
This analysis considers the D-WARD and NetBouncer mitigation technologies individually.
Baseline attack effectiveness is calculated and further analyses are performed, as appropriate, to
understand the interaction between an adaptive attacker and the mitigation technology.
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1.4.1.4 Multiple Mitigation Technologies
This analysis considers the effect of combining mitigation technologies (in addition to the year-two
technologies, technologies from the year-one effort are revisited in this case). Baseline attack
effectiveness is calculated and further analyses are performed, as appropriate, to understand the
interaction between an adaptive attacker and mitigation technology performance.
1.4.2 TARGET NETWORK PARAMETERS
The target network is a 500+ node subset of JHU/APL’s intranet. This network is composed of
five switches that provide host connectivity. These switches are connected to a central switch that
then connects to the core network. The core network is represented as a router that provides
connectivity to all JHU/APL servers and the Internet. Figure 1-3 presents the network without
mitigation technologies deployed. The hexagons on the right-hand side of the figure each
represent an OPNET subnet containing a single switch and associated hosts. Additional details
and network validation results are contained in the DDOS-DATA verification and validation
reports (References 7 and 8).

Figure 1-3 Target Network Topologies

A large variety of parameters drive the target network’s traffic levels and overall behavior. Traffic
is generated by either the continuous Markov models described in Reference 6 or OPNET
application models. Table 1-1 presents traffic parameters used in OPNET application models that
drive Web client and server behavior. In addition to Web traffic parameters, the underlying target
network parameters also influence system behavior. Table 1-2 summarizes key analysis
parameters.
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Table 1-1 Web Traffic Parameters

Table 1-2 Target Network Parameters
As appropriate, these parameters are varied to determine their impact on the analysis results.
1.4.3 THE ATTACK
While DDOS attacks have existed for some time, their evolution has focused on automated
deployment processes and enhanced control capabilities and not on the development of new
and/or more effective attack methods (Reference 9). DDOS-DATA has focused on the TCP SYN
flood attack because it is still a pertinent threat, and many mitigation technologies are designed to
defend against TCP SYN flooding. When a TCP connection is initiated, the client1 begins the
connection by sending a TCP packet with the SYN bit set. The server receives this SYN packet,
places an entry in the pending connection queue to record this event, and transmits a SYN-ACK
packet. If the client is legitimate, it then transmits an ACK packet. The server, upon receiving the
ACK packet, considers the connection complete and removes the connection from the pending
connection queue.
terms client and server are being used to describe the two parties involved in the connection. While
different terminology would be appropriate in a peer-to-peer data exchange, the concept is the same.
1 The

The TCP SYN flood attack relies on the finite length of the TCP pending connection queue. If a
SYN packet is received while the pending connection queue is full, no SYN-ACK packet is
transmitted and a connection cannot occur. This results in DoS. A TCP SYN flood is used to
establish baseline results in all analyses. Subsequent analyses use attackers that have adapted
to the deployed mitigation technology. In addition to a TCP SYN flood and its variations (e.g., a
specially designed SYN burst), bandwidth flooding is considered. Bandwidth flooding denies
service by creating a bandwidth bottleneck in the network. When legitimate traffic attempts to
pass through the network, the bottleneck can cause packets to be dropped. Dropped packets can
then result in a decreased quality of service (QoS) and potential connection failure.
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1.4.4 MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS
The DDOS-DATA analysis focuses on connectivity to the internal Web server. Because the
internal Web server uses TCP, measures of effectiveness for the attacker and the legitimate
client are framed with respect to TCP connections. A TCP connection consists of three parts: the
connection establishment, the data transfer, and the connection teardown, as illustrated in Figure
1-4. A TCP connection is established via the TCP three-way handshake, which begins with
connection initiation (marked by client SYN sent) and ends with connection establishment
acknowledgement (marked by ACK of SYN-ACK received at server). After the TCP connection is
established successfully, data is transferred between the client and server using a sliding window
protocol that facilitates retransmissions and ordering of received data packets. The TCP
connection teardown begins when data transfer is complete (marked by client FIN sent). A TCP
connection is completed when the connection teardown ends successfully (marked by ACK of
FIN-ACK received at server).

Figure 1-4 TCP Connection
Because the attacker’s goal is to deny service to legitimate clients, attack effectiveness is defined
as a function of service availability. There are two conditions for a client to successfully receive
service. The first is that the TCP connection is established using the three-way handshake. The
probability of connection establishment (PCE) is computed as PCE = (Number Initiated
Connections) / (Number Established Connections) [1-1]. A PCE of one implies that all legitimate
client TCP connection initiations result in successful connection establishment.
The second condition for successful client service is full data transfer. If the legitimate client
successfully establishes a TCP connection, network conditions or mitigation technologies can
conceivably cause sufficient packet loss to cause the connection to abort. The probability of
connection completion given connection establishment (PCC|CE) is computed as PCC|CE = (Number
Complete Connections) / (Number Established Connections) [1-2]. Given these two metrics, the
probability of a complete connection is simply PCC|CE * PCE. Because the attacker’s goal is to deny
service, attack effectiveness is the complement of service availability. The probability of denied
service (PDS) is computed as2 PDS = 1 – (PCC|CE * PCE) [1-3]. If a connection is established and
completes, QoS metrics are used to compare performance across analysis scenarios. The
following metrics consider time to establish a connection, packet loss, data loss, and observed
data rate:
2 In

the year-one analysis report, PCC|CE was 1.0.
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• Handshake delay3 measures time elapsed between the beginning of the servicerequest (first
SYN sent) and service establishment (SYN-ACK received). In attack conditions, the legitimate
client may have to retry multiple times to initiate a connection, resulting in increased waiting time.
The calculation of handshake delay requires a successful connection establishment; thus, client
delay is a conditional metric requiring PCE greater than 0.
3 Handshake

delay was named client delay in the year-one analysis report.

• Connection quality is a QoS metric for client/server data exchange. A TCP connection that is
established and completed successfully does not guarantee that data is transferred as intended
(i.e., service availability does not imply connection quality). Connection quality is calculated as the
ratio of number of dropped packets to total number of sent packets. A connection quality of one
implies that no packets are dropped during data transfer.
• Client ratio and server ratio are QoS metrics that measure data loss in the network. Client
ratio4 measures the number of bytes received by the server from the client vs. the total number of
bytes sent to the server by the client. A client ratio of one implies that there is no data lost in the
network on the links from the client to the server.
4 Server

ratio is calculated analogously.

• Data rate is another QoS metric for client/server data exchange. Data rate is calculated as the
total bytes transferred during the TCP connection divided by the connection duration and is
measured in bytes per second (Bps). A decrease in data rate implies degraded service quality.
Mitigation technologies have their own metrics, depending on the system. For example, when
multiple mitigation technologies are activated in the network, the contribution of each mitigation
technology to preventing the attack is computed as the change in PDS (∆PDS). Another applicable
mitigation technology metric is differential impact (DI), which compares PDS for multiple mitigation
techniques with PDS for a single mitigation technique: DI = min (PDS1, PDS2) – PDS12 [1-4]
PDS1 and PDS2 represent PDS values for single mitigation technologies, and PDS12 represents PDS for
the combined mitigation technologies. All PDS values are for the same attack. A negative DI
indicates that the mitigation technologies interfered with each other, while a positive DI suggests
synergy between the two techniques. In all cases, metrics are computed by averaging results
over multiple simulation runs. This Monte Carol approach is necessary to account for network
performance variation caused by the model’s use of probability distributions.

2.0 BASELINE PERFORMANCE
The network is examined without active mitigation technologies to establish baseline
performance. First, the network is examined to ensure that the system has no DoS when there is
no attack (i.e., the network is well behaved) and to establish baseline performance values. The
network is then subjected to an attack, and performance metrics are measured as a basis for
comparison of future model runs with one or more mitigation technologies activated.

2.1 NO ATTACK
To ensure that the network is well behaved, the target network is run with no attacks and no
active mitigation technology, and data are collected from each host via the internal Web server.
The collected data are processed to calculate average PDS, as well as other metrics useful in
analyzing model performance. As expected, average PDS is 0 throughout the run. Table 2-1
summarizes the metric values for the no attack scenario.
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Table 2-1 Baseline No Attack Performance

2.2 ATTACK WITH NO MITIGATION PRESENT
The initial attack is a single attacker sending TCP SYN packets from spoofed IP addresses at a
rate of 1000 packets per second (pps). These packets are sent to the internal Webserver, which
has been configured with a pending connection queue size of 8192.5. The attack begins at 4500
seconds and ends at 5500 seconds. The other parameters under control of the attacker are the
IP address and source port ranges used in the attack. Because of different mitigation technology
requirements, two attack variations have been investigated using a source IP from a Class B (i.e.,
216 = 65536 possible source addresses) or Class C (i.e., 28 = 256 possible source addresses)
network (Reference 11). Subsections 2.2.1 through 2.2.7 establish performance parameters for
these configurations.
5 Results

on variable queue size are available in Reference 10.

2.2.1 CLASS B NETWORK CONFIGURATION
The attacker configuration that is used unless otherwise noted spoofs the source IP
address from the JHU/APL Class B network range. Table 2-2 summarizes the performance
metrics averaged over 50 model runs.

Table 2-2 Baseline SYN flood attack results (50 runs)

2.2.2 CLASS C NETWORK CONFIGURATION
Egress filtering can restrict an attacker’s ability to spoof addresses. For example, an attacker
could be confined to a Class C network. To investigate this configuration, the previous
analysis is repeated with the constraint that the attacker can only spoof from a Class C network.
Because many of the Class C addresses are assigned to legitimate hosts in the network model,
connection resets will occur when the active host receives a SYN-ACK from the server. When the
server receives the reset, it frees the corresponding slot in the pending connection queue,
causing the queue to empty more quickly, and the attack’s effect to be less severe. Table 2-3
summarizes the performance in this case.
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Table 2-3 Restricted address space results (50 runs)

2.2.3 VARYING LINK BANDWIDTH
Link bandwidth determines the speed at which data can be transferred through a link and
therefore the potential for data transfer. To determine the effect of varying the link bandwidth on a
network with no attack underway, a normal background traffic load was placed on the network.
The link bandwidth for every link in the 500+ node JHU/APL network is decreased from 100 to 10
Mbps. Table 2-4 shows that, as expected, decreasing the link bandwidth results in longer
handshake delays and lower data rates.

Table 2-4 Summary of Link Bandwidth Variation (50 runs)

2.2.4 VARYING LINK BANDWIDTH UNDER SYN FLOOD ATTACK CONDITIONS
To determine if link bandwidth influences attack effectiveness, the previous scenario was
repeated with the addition of a 1000-pps SYN flood attack. Table 2-5 shows that the link speed
does not significantly impact attack effectiveness. The average PDS and handshake delay are not
significantly different. The server data rate is comparable to the no attack case, indicating that the
attack has little effect on this metric. The overall decrease in client data rate is because of the
large increase in handshake delay (2.4 seconds) during the attack. However, the decrease factor
of client data rate in the 10-Mbps and 100-Mbps cases is consistent with the no-attack case,
suggesting that this attack’s impact is independent of link bandwidth.

Table 2-5 Variation of Network Bandwidth under attack conditions (50 runs)

2.2.5 VARYING NETWORK DELAY AND PACKET LOSS
The mitigation technologies analyzed for DDOS-DATA exist at the network’s edge; that is, the
JHU/APL network model is sufficient to exercise the mitigation technologies. However, if the
network is expanded to a larger Internet-like system, more loss and delay than currently present
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would occur. To determine the impact of increased loss and delay, a node that causes both
packet loss and latency is inserted in the link between the router and internal switch. Packets
traveling to and from the internal network are dropped with a certain probability [the packet loss
rate (PLR)] and delayed by a certain amount of time. The range of PLRs and delays are selected
from representative research on Internet dynamics (References 12, 13, and 14). As shown in
Table 2-6, varying the network delay and PLR had negligible impact on network availability.
Average PDS only increases slightly with increasing PLR and delay. In both cases, the increase in
PDS is almost entirely because of an increase in PCC|CE, indicating that the handshake completes
but service is degraded because of packet loss. As expected, data rates are impacted by the
increased connection length that results from dropped packets and delay.

Table 2-6 Variation of network delay and PLR (50 runs)

2.2.6 VARYING NETWORK DELAY AND PLR WITH A SYN FLOOD
To determine the effects of PLR and delay on attack effectiveness, the previous scenario is
repeated with the addition of a 1000-pps SYN flood attack. Table 2-7 summarizes the results of
this study and shows that the non-zero delay and PLR in the attacked network do not significantly
affect the results. Average PDS is statistically the same in this case; the handshake delays both
increase from the non-attack case (slightly less in the delayed case) and the data rates are
affected similarly.

Table 2-7 Network PLR and delay with SYN flood (50 runs)

2.2.7 BANDWIDTH FLOOD ATTACK
The previous attacks overwhelm the TCP pending connection queue with TCP SYN packets,
leaving legitimate clients with no available queue slots. A bandwidth flood attack seeks to create
a bottleneck in the network that results in increased packet loss. Because of model limitations,6
the link bandwidth is artificially decreased from 100 to 10 Mbps throughout the network and the
router is configured to forward packets at link speed with a 500-packet queue at each interface.
Two attackers are configured to send 1400-byte User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets at
various attack rates. By exceeding available network bandwidth, this attack forces the router to
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place excess traffic destined for the victim network interface in a queue and drop packets that
exceed the queue capacity. Table 2-8 shows initial flood attack results for flood rates between 0
and 30 Mbps.
6 Model

limitations (e.g., available memory, processing speed) preclude the analysis of the default network.
However, these results will scale.

Table 2-8 Flood attack results (50 runs)
As shown in Table 2-8, network performance degrades once the attack rate approaches the
maximum link bandwidth (10 Mbps). Figure 2-1 shows that the handshake delay increases by
four orders of magnitude. The data rate (Figure 2-2) decreases by three orders of magnitude, and
PCC|CE decreases (Figure 2-3), indicating degraded service for established connections. Figure
2-3 shows that the average PDS rapidly increases as the attack approaches the link speed,
reflecting the large number of interrupted or failed connections to the victim. Because the flood
only causes the router to drop incoming packets to the server, the ratio of packets sent to packets
received decreases for the clients but remains constant for the server (Figure 2-4). Interestingly, a
flood rate of 15 Mbps (i.e., 1339 pps) results in an average PDS nearly identical to the 1000-pps
SYN flood attack discussed in Subsections 2.2.4 and 2.2.6 (0.657 vs. 0.625).

Figure 2-1 Handshake delay during flood attack
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Figure 2-2 Data rate during flood attack

Figure 2-3 PDS and PCC/CE during flood attack
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Figure 2-4 Ratio during flood attack

3.0 SYSTEM TUNING
Previous analysis (References 6 and 10) shows that networks can be tuned to better withstand
an attack. To further explore this concept, the effects of TCP and network variations are
analyzed. This section summarizes the effects of varying these parameters. As discussed in
Subsection 1.4.3, the TCP SYN flood attack seeks to deny service by monopolizing TCP pending
connection queue resources. The tunable parameters that drive attack performance are the time
the attacker can hold a resource, the number and duration of requests a legitimate user makes
for the resource, the amount of resources present, and the attack rate (Reference 10). The length
of time a malicious entity can hold a resource is represented by the number of SYN-ACK retries
the server sends before it resets a connection. The duration and number of requests a legitimate
entity attempts to connect is represented by the number of SYN retries. Figure 3-1 graphically
depicts these parameters. Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 describe the results of varying these
parameters. Unless otherwise noted, these analyses use the original JHU/APL 500+ node
network (i.e., the original 100-Mbps bandwidth allocations are used).
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Figure 3-1 TCP Connection queue during an attack
3.1 VARYING THE NUMBER OF SYN RETRIES ATTEMPTED BY THE CLIENT
TCP uses a retransmission timer to ensure data deliver in the absence of any feedback from the
data receiver. The duration of this timer is referred to as the RTO (Reference 15). When the
retransmission timer expires, the next unacknowledged packet is retransmitted, the RTO (for
normal parameter settings) is doubled, and the timer is restarted. Thus, lacking
acknowledgements, the time between retries grows exponentially until the maximum RTO is
exceeded, at which point the connection is reset. The maximum number of SYN retries a client
attempts after its initial connection request determines the user retry duration. As clients make
more requests over a longer period of time, it is expected that attack effectiveness will decrease
because of the increased probability that a request will arrive when a connection queue slot is
available. A TCP SYN flood is launched against the internal Web. The maximum number of TCP
SYN retries attempted by the client was varied from one to seven, where the default value for this
JHU/APL network is three. As shown in Table 3-1, varying the number of retries attempted by the
client has a large effect on both the average PDS and handshake delay. As the number of retries
increases, average PDS decreases (Figure 3-2). Unfortunately, there is also a correspondingly
large increase in handshake delay (Figure 3-3). This increase is because of the increasing
maximum RTO, results in a larger average delay as additional retries are sent at exponentially
increasing intervals. These results indicate that although this method can achieve a decrease in
PDS, it comes at the cost of increasing user delay.

Table 3-1 Variation of SYN retries (50 runs)
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Figure 3-2 Average PDS with SYN retry variation (50 runs)

Figure 3-3 Average handshake delay with SYN retry variation (50 runs)

3.2 VARYING THE NUMBER OF SYN-ACK RETRIES ATTEMPTED BY THE SERVER
The maximum number of SYN-ACK retries a server attempts after it receives a connection
request determines the amount of time a connection queue slot is held by an attacker. A TCP
SYN flood is launched against the internal Web server. The maximum number of TCP
SYN-ACK retries attempted by the server is varied from one to four, where the default value for
this JHU/APL network is three. Table 3-2 shows that varying the number of SYN-ACK retries
attempted by the server affects both the PDS and the handshake delay. By decreasing the number
of retries from the default value of three to one, the PDS becomes 0 for this particular attack
scenario, as shown in Figure 3-4. Minimizing the number of retries has a positive effect on the
handshake delay as well, decreasing it substantially, as shown in Figure 3-5. For larger numbers
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of retries, the time the queue is full is much longer than the time it takes to fill. Because the
relative probability of getting through on any particular retry is about the same, the average delay
is similar for the two-, three-, and four-retry cases. However, in the one-retry case, the time the
queue is full is only 1 second longer than the time it takes to fill. In this case, the client rarely
needs more than one retry to establish a connection, decreasing the average substantially. If
network loading caused packets to be routinely dropped, having a single retry (i.e., two
connection attempts) would likely result in denied service regardless of the presence of an
attacker.

Table 3-2 Variation of SYN/ACK retires (50 runs)

3.3 VARYING BOTH SYN AND SYN-ACK RETRIES
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 examined the impact of varying either the number of SYN-ACKs or number
of SYNs while holding the other constant. This subsection considers the simultaneous variation of
these two parameters. A TCP SYN flood is launched against the internal Web server. The
number of TCP SYN retries attempted by the clients is varied from one to seven, where the
default value is three. The number of TCP SYN-ACK retries attempted by the server is varied
from one to four, where the default value is three. Table 3-3, Table 3-4, and Table 3-5 summarize
the average PDS, handshake delay, and server data rate, respectively. Table 3-3 shows that
optimum (e.g., minimal denied service) availability is achieved by decreasing the number of SYNACK retries (i.e., reducing how long an attacker can hold a resource) and increasing the number
of SYN retries (i.e., making the user more persistent). Table 3-4 demonstrates that minimizing
either the SYN or SYN-ACK retries is important to minimize handshake duration for those
systems receiving service. Finally, Table 3-5 shows that minimizing one type of retry also
maximizes that server data rate. Taking these three results together shows that for this scenario,
where network losses are not an issue, optimum performance (i.e., low average PDS, low average
handshake delay, and high average server data rate) is obtained by maximizing the number of
user retries while minimizing the number of server retries
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Figure 3-4 Average PDS with SYN-ACK retry variation (50 runs)

Figure 3-5 Average handshake delay with SYN-ACK variation (50 runs)

Table 3-3 Average PDS for number of SYN and SYN-ACK variation (50 runs)
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Table 3-4 Average handshake delay for number of SYN/ACK variation (50 runs)

Table 3-5 Average server data rate for number of SYN and SYN-ACK variation (50 runs)

3.3.1 VARYING RTO MAXIMUM AND MULTIPLIER
The normal TCP configuration doubles the RTO after each retransmission. This means that the
multiplier used to modify the RTO, the backoff multiplier, is normally set to 2.0. In previous
sections, the number of retries is varied to modify both the amount of time a resource is be held
by an attacker and the client retry duration. Alternatively, the backoff multiplier can be varied to
modify the client retry duration and the distribution of retries over time. To investigate the effect
of modifying retry timing, the number of SYN retries is set to 3, the default value in the previous
sections, and the backoff multiplier is modified. Table 3-6 shows the maximum retry duration
obtained by varying the backoff multiplier. The server is then subjected to a TCP SYN flood.

Table 3-6 Maximum retry duration
Table 3-7 shows that decreasing the backoff multiplier increases average PDS. The increase in
average PDS is due to the decrease in retry duration of legitimate users as the time between
retries is decreased. As the retry duration decreases, retries have a lower probability of arriving
when a slot is available in the connection queue. These results suggest that the number of retries
is not as important as the duration over which retries occur in avoiding DoS.
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Table 3-7 RTO Max and Multiplier Variation (50 runs)

3.4 FLOODING ATTACKS
3.4.1 VARYING RTO MULTIPLIER DURING FLOOD ATTACK
In Subsection 3.3.1, the RTO multiplier is modified to make the TCP handshake more aggressive
in the case of a TCP SYN flood. In that case, the modifications are not successful because they
result in requests spaced more closely in time, decreasing the likelihood that one will arrive when
a connection queue slot is open. With a bandwidth flood, the connection queue is not an issue
because the server is not flooded with TCP SYN packets. Because a more aggressive TCP client
essentially floods the network, the modification is repeated for a network subjected to a
bandwidth flood attack. The bandwidth flood scenario uses an 11-Mbps flood rate, and the RTO
multiplier is varied from 2.0 to 0.5. The results in Table 3-8 indicate that decreasing the RTO
multiplier from 2 to 0.5 increases the average PDS. In the case above where the multiplier is
decreased with a TCP SYN flood, the increase in PDS is primarily due to the decrease in PCE,
indicating a higher probability that the handshake fails to complete. However, in this case, the
decrease in PDS is primarily due to the decrease in PCC|CE, indicating that the decreased multiplier
is causing additional flooding on the network.

Table 3-8 RTO multiplier variation (50 runs)

4.0 ONE ACTIVE MITIGATION TECHNOLOGY
This section presents analysis results for the D-WARD and NetBouncer mitigation technologies.
The effectiveness of the baseline attack is determined for each mitigation technology and further
analysis is conducted, as appropriate, to better understand attacker and mitigation technology
interaction.

4.1 D-WARD
D-WARD is a DDOS mitigation technology deployed at the source router to collect data from
network traffic, classify existing traffic flows and connections based on traffic characteristics (e.g.,
number of packets sent, number of packets received), and compute rate limits. D-WARD applies
the calculated rate limits to restrict the volume of outgoing Bps based on their destination. By
monitoring TCP, UDP, and Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) traffic, D-WARD classifies
each connection7 as good, transient, or bad. D-WARD further classifies each traffic flow,
consisting of groups of connections to the same foreign host, as normal, suspicious, or attack.
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Rate limits are placed on flows classified as attack or suspicious and applied to transient or bad
connections within that flow. After the attack stops, rate limits are relaxed. Classifications and rate
limits are recalculated at fixed intervals, defined by the observation interval attribute. For this
analysis, D-WARD is deployed in the core router to regulate traffic leaving the client subnets. DWARD configuration parameters are initialized to their default values (Reference 4). The
observation interval, which determines how often flows and connections are reclassified, is set to
1 second; the maximum TCP ratio, the acceptable ratio of TCP packets sent to TCP packets
received, is set to 3.0. A complete list of D-WARD configuration attributes is provided in Table 41. The router can be configured to perform outbound or inbound D-WARD monitoring. When
outbound monitoring is enabled, one D-WARD module monitors, classifies, and rate limits all
traffic between the router and the servers (i.e., the client subnets are policed in aggregate). When
inbound monitoring is enabled, a collection of D-WARD modules monitors, classifies, and rate
limits traffic between each subnet and the router independently. Figure 4-1 depicts this distinction.
7 D-WARD

defines a TCP or UDP connection as traffic between two host port pairs, and an ICMP
connection as traffic between two hosts.

Table 4-1 D-Ward configuration attributes
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Figure 4-1 Outbound D-WARD vs inbound D-WARD

4.1.1 D-WARD (OUTBOUND MONITORING) AGAINST ONE ATTACKER
The source router is configured to perform outbound D-WARD monitoring, and for 1000 seconds
a 1000-pps TCP SYN flood attack is launched against the internal Web server, which has an
8192 TCP pending connection queue. The attacker spoofs addresses within its Class C address
space, which are within the D-WARD policed address set. Within 40 seconds of the onset of the
attack, D-WARD classifies the flow as attack and begins rate limiting traffic to the internal Web
server. An example of the rate limits calculated by D-WARD to combat this attack is shown in
Figure 4-2. The rate limit is quickly constricted to 2000 Bps, the minimum rate limit value. As the
situation stabilizes, the ratio of TCP packets sent to TCP packets received falls below the
maximum TCP ratio. Traffic to the internal Web server is then classified as suspicious, rather than
attack, and the rate limit is gradually relaxed to approximately 5000 Bps, the rate allowed
parameter. As shown in Figure 4-3, the rate limit causes fewer attack packets to reach the server,
which decreases the length of the pending connection queue from 8192 to approximately 1500 in
40 seconds. When D-WARD outbound monitoring is activated, average PDS is 0.46, a negligible
increase (∆PDS = +0.06) from the unmitigated attack. During the unmitigated attack, service is
denied to legitimate clients because the connection queue at the internal Web server is full. When
D-WARD outbound monitoring is enabled, service is denied during the first 40 seconds of the
attack because the connection queue is full. However, after the first 40 seconds, D-WARD rate
limits cause legitimate client SYN packets to the server to be dropped, resulting in DoS. The
PCC|CE decreases from 1.0 in the unmitigated case to 0.98 when D-WARD outbound monitoring is
enabled. This occurs because D-WARD rate limits drop data packets from legitimate connections,
and if enough data loss occurs, the connection is reset.
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Figure 4-2 D-WARD rate limit enforced on flow to internal web server
(single attacker against D-WARD outbound)

Figure 4-3 Victim server pending connection queue (single attacker vs D-WARD outbound)
Legitimate clients experience an average data rate of 29,000 Bps during the attack, decreased
from 250,000 Bps when the attack is unmitigated. The average client data rate decreases
because legitimate client data packets en route to the internal Web server are dropped by DWARD rate limits.
4.1.2 D-WARD (INBOUND MONITORING) AGAINST ONE ATTACKER
The router is reconfigured to perform inbound D-WARD monitoring. While outbound
D-WARD monitoring occurs on the internal Web server interface, inbound D-WARD monitoring
occurs independently on each of the client subnet interfaces. When the 1000-pps attack is
repeated, average PDS drops to 0.25 (from 0.46), and average client data rate increases to
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230,000 Bps, nearly the unmitigated attack value. This improvement occurs because only the
subnet containing the attacker is subject to D-WARD rate limits. Because the remaining subnets
contain no attackers, the D-WARD modules that police them perform no rate limiting. Average
PDS for the subnet containing the attacker is 0.42, while average PDS for all other subnets is 0.01.
Similarly, the average client data rate for the subnet including the attacker is 20,000 Bps, while
the average client data rate for all other subnets is 350,000 Bps.
4.1.3 D-WARD (INBOUND MONITORING) AGAINST SEVEN ATTACKERS
Because D-WARD calculates rate limits based on observed traffic statistics, one potential attack
adaptation is to distribute the attack. To examine the effect of a distributed attack, D-WARD is
configured to perform inbound monitoring, and seven attackers are distributed throughout the
network, each on a different subnet and thus policed by a different D-WARD module, as shown in
Figure 4-4. Each attacker sends one packet every 0.007 second. The attack start times are
staggered such that the cumulative effect at the server is a 1000-pps attack, with a constant
packet inter-arrival time and the origin of each packet alternating between the seven attackers.

Figure 4-4 Seven attackers distributed throughout network
Distribution of the attack increases average PDS from 0.25, in the one attacker against inbound
monitoring case, to 0.49. Average client data rate decreases from 230,000 to 120,000 Bps. After
approximately 20 seconds, the D-WARD modules detect the attack and restrict traffic to the internal Web
server to the minimum rate limit. As these rate limits are applied, the number of attack SYNs that
reach the server decreases. The server tries to empty its pending connection queue, and the
number of SYN-ACKs from the server to D-WARD policed subnets increases. This causes the
ratio of TCP packets sent to TCP packets received to fall below the maximum TCP ratio, and DWARD gradually relaxes the rate limit to the rate allowed for suspicious flows. As the rate limit is
relaxed, more attack SYN packets are passed and the pending connection queue is filled again,
which causes the TCP ratio to increase and triggers detection of another attack. The result is a
periodic restriction and relaxation of D-WARD rate limits, which causes similar oscillation in the
length of the pending connection queue. Examples of the effect of this attack on D-WARD rate
limits and the pending connection queue are shown in Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6, respectively.
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Figure 4-5 D-WARD Rate limit on traffic to internal web server from attacker 2 subnet
(distributed attack against D-WARD inbound)

Figure 4-6 Victim server pending connection queue (distribute attack against D-WARD inbound)

4.1.4 VARYING MINIMUM RATE LIMIT PARAMETER (OUTBOUND MONITORING)
The minimum rate limit parameter determines the minimum rate to which an attacking flow can be
restricted. To analyze the effect of the minimum rate limit parameter on average PDS, D-WARD is
subjected to the same single-attacker 1000-pps SYN flood with minimum rate limit values ranging
from 500 to 5000 Bps. As shown in Figure 4-7, the minimum rate limit causes minimal variance
in average PDS. This occurs because soon after the attack begins and traffic to the internal Web
server is rate limited, the ratio of TCP packets sent to TCP packets received decreases below the
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maximum TCP ratio, and the flow is classified as suspicious. At this point, the rate limit is relaxed
to approximately the rate allowed parameter, where it remains until the attack stops, as shown in
Figure 4-2. Because this attack is classified as suspicious for most of its existence, variation of
the minimum rate limit parameter has minimal impact on average PDS.

Figure 4-7 D-WARD minimum rate limit study (single attacker against D-WARD outbound)

4.1.5 VARYING RATE ALLOWED PARAMETER (OUTBOUND MONITORING)
The rate allowed parameter determines the maximum rate limit that can be applied to a
suspicious flow. To determine the effect of the rate allowed parameter on average PDS and
average client data rate, the router is configured to perform outbound D-WARD monitoring with
the rate allowed parameter varying from 3000 to 10000 Bps. The single-attacker 1000-pps SYN
flood is repeated for each rate allowed value. As shown in Table 4-2, average PDS decreases and
average client data rate improves as the rate allowed value increases. Even though a relaxed
rate increases the flow of attack packets to the internal Web server during the 950 seconds, the
flow is classified as suspicious, causing PDS to decrease and the average client data rate to
improve. Fortunately, as shown in Figure 4-8, even at the increased highest allowed rate, the
pending connection queue does not fill, allowing average PDS to remain low.

Table 4-2 Effect of rate allowed parameter on average PDS and average client data rate
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Figure 4-8 Victim server pending connection queue for each rate allowed value
Figure 4-9 displays the rate limits applied to the internal Web server traffic flow for each value of
the rate allowed parameter. In each case, behavior for the first 50 seconds of attack is identical.
The attack is detected 40 seconds after its onset, and then classified as attack for 10 seconds.
Fifty seconds after the attack begins, it is classified as suspicious, and the rate limit is gradually
increased to the rate allowed value. This causes the length of the connection queue to stabilize,
as shown in Figure 4-8. Connection queue length stabilizes at a higher value if the rate
allowed parameter is increased. It is important to note that if the rate allowed parameter is
allowed to continue to increase, the result would be that at some point, the SYN flood is allowed
to proceed normally and the connection queue is filled, resulting in DoS. On the other hand,
lowering the rate allowed parameter results in increased denied service, as shown in Table 4-2.
Tuning D-WARD parameters requires careful balance between these two concerns.

Figure 4-9 Rate limit enforced on flow to internal web server for each rate allowed value
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4.1.6 VARYING CONNECTION LENGTH (OUTBOUND MONITORING)
As noted by its creators, D-WARD is optimized for long legitimate connections (Reference 16).
To study the impact of long client connections on D-WARD performance during an attack, the
amount of data downloaded from the internal Web server during each legitimate client connection
is increased by a constant amount. The average connection length and average client data rate
when D-WARD is enabled and no attack is present are shown in Table 4-3. Because there is no
attack, D-WARD does not enforce rate limits on these legitimate client connections.

Table 4-3 Properties of legitimate client connections to internal web server in
Absence of attack
The single 1000-pps attacker is enabled, and the router is configured to perform outbound
D-WARD monitoring. During the attack, the client connection experiences an increase in
connection length and a decrease in average data rate. However, as the volume of data
transferred across the connection increases, the decreases in average client data rate become
less significant.

Table 4-4 Properties of legitimate client connections to internal web servers during
1000 pps attack
Table 4-4 shows the connection length and average client data rate during the 1000-pps attack
for each of the three volumes of data downloaded.
Figure 4-10 depicts the fraction of the average client data rate preserved when the attack occurs
(i.e., the ratio of data rate during attack to data rate in absence of attack). As the volume of data
transferred increases, the decreases in average client data rate are less significant. This occurs
because as the behavior of attack and legitimate connections diverges, D-WARD is able to
distinguish between them for better application of rate limits.
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Figure 4-10 Fraction of average client data rate preserved during attack for various traffic
loads (single attacker against D-WARD outbound)

4.1.7 D-WARD (OUTBOUND MONITORING) AGAINST BANDWIDTH FLOOD ATTACK
The attacks examined thus far have attempted to overwhelm a TCP pending connection queue
with TCP SYN packets. A bandwidth flood attack seeks to create a bottleneck in the network,
where legitimate clients must compete with a flood of attack traffic to pass through the bottleneck.
By creating more than 10 Mbps of traffic across a 10-Mbps link, the attacker forces the router to
place excess traffic in a queue and drop packets if the queue is full. In this case, the attacker is
configured to send an 11-Mbps flood to the internal Web server and D-WARD is enabled. The
attacker spoofs addresses within its Class C subnet, which is included in the D-WARD policed
address set. Average PDS is 0.51 when the attack is not mitigated (i.e., D-WARD is inactive).
When D-WARD outbound monitoring is enabled, average PDS increases to 0.63. This occurs
because PCC|CE decreases from 0.66, in the unmitigated case, to 0.50, when D-WARD is enabled.
PCE remains constant at 0.75 in each case. In this case, the attacker is configured to send 1428byte UDP packets (i.e., a 28-byte header with a 1400-byte payload). Because D-WARD
calculates a rate limit of 2000 Bps, as shown in Figure 4-11, at most one attack packet will be
forwarded each second. The remaining bandwidth for that second is used to transmit legitimate
client traffic. If legitimate clients transmit more than 572 bytes before the attacker transmits a
packet, all 2000 bytes allotted for that second will be available to legitimate clients. Thus, DWARD rate limits drop a high percentage of attacker UDP packets and a low percentage of
legitimate client SYN packets, resulting in an increased PCE, and limiting the amount of attack
traffic that reaches the bottleneck. PCC|CE decreases because D-WARD rate limits drop
acknowledgment packets, which are large compared to SYN packets, en route to the internal
Web server during data transmission. When enough packet loss occurs, the connection is reset.
Strict D-WARD rate limits, coupled with packet loss caused by the bottleneck, cause PCC|CE to
decrease. This suggests that rate-limiting technologies, in the face of a flooding attack, can
cause additional packet loss, further degrading performance.
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Figure 4-11 D-WARD rate limit enforced on flow to internal web server (bandwidth flood
Attack against D-WARD outbound)

4.1.8 VARYING ATTACK PACKET SIZE DURING BANDWIDTH FLOOD ATTACK
One parameter under control of the attacker is the size of a flood packet. Because D-WARD
determines whether to pass or drop a packet based on the amount of bandwidth the rate limit
allots for each second, it may be advantageous to select different packet sizes. Table 4-5 shows
the effect of varying UDP packet size during a bandwidth flood attack. Attack rate is held constant
at approximately 60,000 pps.

Table 4-5 Relationship between packet size and average PDS (50 runs) (bandwidth flood attack
against D-WARD outbound)
If the packet size is increased to 2000 bytes, average PDS slightly increases to 0.68 from 0.63.
Average PCE decreases from 0.75, in the baseline bandwidth flood attack, to 0.71, when attack
packet size is increased. Simultaneously, PCC|CE decreases from 0.50 to 0.45. Because DWARD enforces a 2000-bps rate limit on traffic to the internal Web server, the attacker is able to
claim all the bandwidth each second with a single 2000-byte attack packet. If D-WARD receives
an attack packet first, the attacker claims all bandwidth for that second; however, if D-WARD
receives a client packet first, all attack packets received during that second will be dropped
because they exceed the 2000-bps rate limit.
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A 200-byte attack packet reduces average PDS to 0.44 (∆PDS = -0.19). In this case, the average
PCE is 0.998 (∆PCE = +0.24), while the average PCC|CE increases slightly to 0.57. Because the
attack packets have decreased in size, the legitimate client stands a better chance of sharing the
available bandwidth with the attacker. D-WARD passes most legitimate client SYN packets, but
still drops a percentage of acknowledgement packets during data transmission, which, when
coupled with packet loss due to the bottleneck, accounts for the 0.56 PCC|CE.
4.1.9 SUMMARY
D-WARD mitigates attacks by monitoring traffic flows and calculating custom rate limits for each
attacking flow. While the D-WARD algorithm often decreases the length of the TCP pending
connection queue at the server under attack, it does so at the expense of clients sharing the
attacker’s bandwidth. Deploying D-WARD closer to the source limits denied service, but may
permit a low-rate distributed attack. Overall, as a situation-aware rate limiter, D-WARD provides
benefits over situation-unaware rate limiters, such as Cisco’s CAR analyzed in year one
(Reference 6), because rate limiting is restricted to packets en route to destinations perceived to
be under attack, and long-standing connections exhibiting good behavior are not rate limited.
However, careful configuration of the system is necessary to ensure that D-WARD operates
correctly with the network.

4.2 NETBOUNCER
NetBouncer is a mitigation technology from NAI that distinguishes between legitimate and
illegitimate packets into a protected network (Reference 5). NetBouncer consists of a variety of
legitimacy tests that can be applied to incoming packets. If a client passes the appropriate test or
tests, it is added to a list of clients that have been proven to be legitimate. Incoming packets from
clients on the legitimacy list are forwarded to their destination; otherwise, a challenge is initiated
to give the client the opportunity to gain legitimacy. The NetBouncer model is incorporated into
the DDOS-DATA network between the internal server’s switch and the Cisco 7000 router (Figure
4-12). In this configuration, NetBouncer controls client access to the internal servers. The model
incorporates three legitimacy tests proposed by NAI: Anti-Smurf, TCP SYN Cookie, and WWW
Turing. The Anti-Smurf test provides a defense against a flood attack of ICMP echo replies.
Because traffic models for the simulation network are TCP-based, NetBouncer analysis focuses
on the effectiveness of the TCP SYN Cookie and WWW Turing tests.
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Figure 4-12 Netbouncer placement in DDos-DATA network
The TCP SYN Cookie test is a transport layer test that passes client packets to the protected
network as long as NetBouncer is able to establish a connection with the client. When
NetBouncer establishes the connection with the client, the client’s IP address is placed on the
legitimacy list so subsequent TCP connection requests are forwarded by NetBouncer. The TCP
SYN Cookie test is invoked when NetBouncer receives a TCP SYN packet from a client that is
not on the legitimacy list. After establishing the connection with the client, NetBouncer opens a
TCP connection with the intended server. NetBouncer then acts as an intermediary between the
client and server by translating sequence numbers of incoming packets to make the two
connections seamless and forwarding these packets until the connection is closed. The WWW
Turing test is an application layer test on Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) requests that
requires the client to correctly solve a puzzle to be deemed legitimate. NetBouncer invokes the
Turing test when it receives a TCP SYN packet with a destination port of 80 (indicating an HTTP
application) from a client that is not on the legitimacy list. The WWW Turing test consists of two
TCP connections between the client and NetBouncer. On the client’s original HTTP request,
NetBouncer responds with a puzzle for the client to solve. The client initiates a second TCP
connection with its response to the puzzle. If the solution is correct, NetBouncer places the
client’s IP address on the legitimacy list and responds to the client with an HTTP refresh
command, causing the originally requested page to be reloaded.
4.2.1 BASELINE ANALYSIS
When the attacker attempts the SYN flood attack against NetBouncer with the TCP SYN Cookie
test enabled, NetBouncer successfully defends the protected network from the SYN flood
attacker (i.e., average PDS = 0). Figure 4-13 shows the number of network packets NetBouncer
receives and forwards to the protected network. Packets received by NetBouncer are forwarded
until the attack starts. At this point, the two curves deviate as attack packets entering NetBouncer
are not able to complete the TCP SYN Cookie challenges. NetBouncer continues forwarding
packets from legitimate clients as it rejects attack packets.
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4.2.2 ATTACK MODIFICATION
To adapt to a TCP SYN Cookie test, the attacker can first generate an Octopus attack (i.e.,
complete the three-way handshake) to have NetBouncer add an IP address to the legitimacy list
and then performs a SYN flood attack, using this IP address, on the protected internal Web
server. When NetBouncer’s TCP SYN Cookie test is subjected to this attack, the initial Octopus
attack succeeds in causing NetBouncer to classify the attacker IP address as legitimate, allowing
NetBouncer to forward subsequent SYN flood attack packets to the internal Web server. SYN
flood packets use up server resources, resulting in DoS when legitimate clients try to access the
server. PDS for the NetBouncer TCP SYN Cookie multiple attack case is 0.52, which is lower than
the PDS (0.65) for the baseline SYN flood case without NetBouncer in the network. This result is
because of a difference in how the SYN packets are generated in each case. For the
NetBouncer case, the attack packets have the attacker’s IP address and random port numbers,
while the attack packets for the baseline case contains spoofed IP addresses and random port
numbers. The attack space is smaller in the NetBouncer case, resulting in fewer packets
accessing the internal Web server’s connection queue and therefore fewer packets being
dropped from legitimate clients.
4.2.3 WWW TURING TEST APPLICATION
Because it is a more sophisticated test and requires responses from the client, the WWW Turing
test is able to protect the internal Web server from the phased attack. During the Octopus attack,
NetBouncer establishes a connection with the attacker, but the WWW Turing test never receives
the HTTP request it expects. As a result, the challenge remains active and the IP address is
never placed on the legitimacy list. Because subsequent SYN flood attack packets arriving at
NetBouncer are from a source not on the legitimacy list, NetBouncer does not forward these but
responds with a SYN-ACK back to the attacker.

4.2.4 ADAPTATION TO THE WWW TURING TEST
Because the WWW Turning test defeats the previous attack, an adversary could create a Turing
Aware attacker. This attacker is cognizant of the WWW Turing test and tries to gain legitimacy by
correctly responding to NetBouncer’s puzzle. The attack model includes a Turing Response
Accuracy (TRA) attribute that indicates the accuracy at which the attacker correctly responds to a
WWW Turing test puzzle. Once NetBouncer is compromised, the Turing Aware attacker begins a
SYN flood attack on the internal Web server. The first set of model runs examines NetBouncer
performance when the attacker is immediately able to solve the puzzle (TRA of 1.0). The second
case examines performance when the attacker has a more difficult time correctly solving the
puzzle (TRA of 0.02).
4.2.4.1 Immediate Puzzle Solution
If the WWW Turing test puzzle is very simple with a limited number of solutions, an attacker
would be able to quickly solve the puzzle and compromise NetBouncer’s ability to mitigate an
attack. By setting the TRA attribute to 1.0, the attacker solves the Turing puzzle on its first
attempt. Because NetBouncer immediately legitimizes the Turing Aware attacker’s IP address,
subsequent SYN flood attack packets are forwarded by NetBouncer (Figure 4-14), degrading
network performance. Legitimate clients are competing with the attacker for resources, causing
denied service at the internal Web server. The resultant PDS of 0.51 is similar to the SYN
Cookie/Octopus attacker average PDS of 0.52.
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Figure 4-13 TCP SYN cookie test packet statistics – SYN flood attack (50 runs)

4.2.4.2 Delayed Puzzle Solution
By making the Turing puzzle more complicated with a greater number of possible solutions,
NetBouncer can potentially delay or completely mitigate the effect of a Turing Aware attacker.
Figure 4-15 shows the number of packets forwarded by NetBouncer, comparing the case in which
the attacker immediately solves NetBouncer’s puzzle (TRA = 1.0), to several runs in which the
attacker has a lower probability (TRA = 0.02) of responding correctly to a NetBouncer puzzle.
The resultant curves from various simulation runs show the effectiveness of NetBouncer to an
attacker randomly trying to solve the Turing puzzle. The attacker attempts to break NetBouncer
every 10 seconds until it successfully solves the Turing puzzle. Sometimes the attacker fails to
solve the puzzle during the attack, as indicated by the run 12 curve. The run 22 and run 48
curves are examples where the Turing Aware attacker solves the puzzle during the attack,
allowing NetBouncer to forward subsequent attack packets. Average PDS is 0.24, smaller than
the PDS for the case in which the attacker is immediately successful in solving the Turing puzzle
(average PDS = 0.51), indicating that NetBouncer’s WWW Turing test is more robust with a more
complicated puzzle.
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Figure 4-14 Turing test packet statistics – turing aware attack with TRA of 1.0

Figure 4-15 Packets forwarded by netbouncer – turing aware attack (example runs)

4.2.5 BANDWIDTH FLOOD ATTACK
One of the disadvantages of the WWW Turing test is that it requires more transactions than
normal Web communications. Because flooding results in increased packet loss, examining
whether performance decreases because of a flood is of interest. For this analysis, the network is
configured as described in Subsection 2.2.7, with the WWW Turing test activated. Two sets of
runs for different legitimacy list timeout values are analyzed. Table 4-6 shows the WWW Turing
test results in the presence of a UDP flooding attack compared to the baseline results to the
network flooding attack without NetBouncer. A legitimacy list entry is considered obsolete if
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there is no activity from this address in the period specified by the legitimacy list timeout
parameter. For longer timeout values, the WWW Turing test is less likely to be invoked because
legitimacy list addresses are valid for a longer time period. During the attack period, average PDS
is greater if the WWW Turing test is invoked because it requires three successful TCP
connections for a successful HTTP session. Network performance with the larger 3600-second
legitimacy list timeout is similar to the baseline case without NetBouncer because the WWW
Turing test is invoked infrequently during the attack. For the case with the 600-second legitimacy
list timeout, entries to the legitimacy list are removed more quickly, causing the WWW Turing test
to be invoked more often during the attack period. As indicated by Table 4-6, PCE and PCC|CE are
smaller, resulting in a larger PDS for the 600-second legitimacy list timeout.

Table 4-6 Netbouncer turing test performance – UDP flooding attack (50 runs)

4.2.6 SUMMARY
The TCP SYN Cookie test is able to recognize and protect against a SYN flood attack on a
targeted server. However, this test can be adapted to by using an Octopus attack to compromise
NetBouncer. The WWW Turing test model successfully rejects the Octopus/SYN flood attack.
For the Turing Aware attack scenario, the WWW Turing test performance is dependent on the
complexity of the puzzle and the ability of the attacker to correctly solve the puzzle in a timely
manner. NetBouncer proves ineffective if the puzzle is easily solved, allowing subsequent SYN
flood packets to reach their target. Mitigation technologies such as NetBouncer seek to protect a
network by performing tests on traffic. However, attackers can, and will, adapt to such tests. The
results presented previously suggest that the only way to successfully use such an approach is to
make the test sufficiently unpredictable that an attacker cannot automate a response to them. If a
human-in-the loop is truly required, a DDOS attack can be mitigated.

5.0 COMBINED MITIGATION TECHNOLOGIES
This section presents analysis results for four scenarios where mitigation technologies are
combined. Year-one analysis examined the Rate Limiter/Active Monitor and Active Monitor/
Proof-of-Work mitigation combinations. (Appendix B provides more detailed summary tables
extracted from Reference 6). Year-two analysis examines D-WARD combined with server tuning,
Proof-of-Work, Active Monitor, and finally NetBouncer. Attack effectiveness relative to each
combination is analyzed and further analysis is conducted, as appropriate, to better understand
attacker and mitigation technology combination interaction. The analysis also examines
mitigation effectiveness by computing DI (defined in Subsection 1.4.4) for each mitigation
combination.
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5.1 D-WARD (INBOUND MONITORING) AND SERVER TUNING AGAINST A
DISTRIBUTED ATTACK
D-WARD detects a TCP SYN flood based on the smoothed ratio of TCP packets sent to TCP
packets received. In accordance with the protocol, the server sends, at most, four SYN-ACK
packets while attempting to establish a connection for each entry in its pending connection
queue. If the maximum number of server SYN-ACK packets is decreased, this will affect the TCP
packet ratio. To study the effect of varying the number of server retries during a TCP SYN flood,
seven distributed attackers are enabled, and the maximum number of server SYN-ACK packets
is decreased from four to three. The attackers spoof addresses within their Class C subnets,
which are included in the D-WARD policed address set. When the distributed attack is launched
against the tuned server without D-WARD, each attack packet holds its slot in the pending
connection queue for a shorter period of time. This causes average PDS to decrease to 0.22 and
average client data rate to stabilize at 82,000 Bps because the server can accept more SYN
packets over the course of the attack. As discussed in Subsection 4.1.3, the distributed attack
against inbound D-WARD monitoring results in an average PDS of 0.49 and an average client data
rate of 120,000 Bps. By enabling inbound D-WARD monitoring and tuning the server, average
PDS drops to 0.04 and average client data rate stabilizes at 93,000 Bps. This results in a DI of
0.18. During combined mitigation, the server removes connection attempts from its pending
connection queue after three failed attempts to complete the connection, instead of four, which
causes slots in the pending connection queue to be freed more quickly. While combined
mitigation does not prevent the connection queue from filling, server tuning and inbound D-WARD
monitoring cooperate to provide empty slots in the pending connection queue more frequently
than in either of the single mitigation cases. During the single mitigation scenarios, the
connection queue is full for more than 15 seconds at a time; however, during the combined
mitigation case, queue length stabilizes at capacity for less than 5 seconds at a time before
several hundred slots are freed. Because legitimate clients transmit up to four SYN packets over
several seconds while attempting to establish a connection, it is more likely that one of those
packets will be admitted to the pending connection queue in the combined mitigation scenario.
PCE is 0.97 in the combined mitigation case, an increase from 0.78 in the server tuning only case,
and 0.52 in the inbound D-WARD only scenario.
5.2 D-WARD (OUTBOUND MONITORING) AND PROOF-OF-WORK
Proof-of-Work protocols attempt to mitigate DoS attacks by requiring payment for service. The
implementation analyzed here (Reference 3) uses central processing unit (CPU) time as the
payment method. If the server determines an attack is underway, clients are required to solve a
cryptologic puzzle before the TCP handshake can occur. When the Proof-of-Work protocol is
enabled, a client must request and receive a cryptologic puzzle via UDP. The client returns the
solved puzzle, and upon verification of the solution, the TCP handshake proceeds. In this
analysis, each puzzle requires 0.45 second to solve. To test the synergy of D-WARD outbound
monitoring and Proof-of-Work, 450 distributed attackers are enabled, resulting in a net attack rate
of 1000 pps. D-WARD recognizes the attack after 1 second and restricts traffic to the internal
Web server to the minimum rate limit, 2000 Bps. During the attack, both attacker and client
puzzle requested UDP packets are dropped because of D-WARD rate limits. The average
probability that the UDP Proof-of-Work packet from a legitimate client will be dropped before it
reaches the internal Web server is 0.97. This results in an average PDS of 0.98. However, these
rate limits are applied only to packets transmitted to the internal Web server. Average PDS for a
legitimate client connecting to the external Web server is 0. Figure 5-1 shows an example of this
attack’s effect on the internal Web server pending connection queue. D-WARD and Proof-ofWork recognize the attack immediately, preventing the queue from filling during the attack.
Unfortunately, the loss of UDP packets results in DoS.
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Figure 5-1 Victim server pending connection queue (single attacker against D-WARD and
Proof-of-work
5.3 D-WARD (OUTBOUND MONITORING) AND ACTIVE MONITOR
Active Monitor (Reference 1) seeks to decrease the time an attacker can hold server resources
by classifying each host as GOOD or BAD, based on observed traffic. Traffic from GOOD hosts
(i.e., hosts that successfully complete a TCP three-way handshake) is allowed to proceed
normally. However, connections from BAD hosts (i.e., hosts that fail to complete the TCP threeway handshake) will be reset. By resetting connections, Active Monitor frees entries in the victim
server’s pending connection queue. The interaction between D-WARD outbound monitoring and
Active Monitor is tested by enabling the 1000-pps attacker. The attacker spoofs addresses within
its Class C address space, which is in the D-WARD policed address set. When Active Monitor
alone defends against this attack, average PDS is 0.41 and average client data rate is 240,000
Bps. As discussed in Subsection 4.1.1, when D-WARD combats this attack, average PDS is 0.46
and average client data rate is 29,000 Bps. When both mitigation technologies are enabled,
average client data rate stabilizes at 34,000 Bps, and average PDS is 0.45. In the combined
mitigation case, D-WARD detects an attack and begins rate limiting identical to the D-WARD only
case discussed in Subsection 4.1.1. Active Monitor observes connections close to the internal
Web server after D-WARD rate limits are applied. Legitimate clients may be misclassified by
Active Monitor during the first 40 seconds of the attack, when D-WARD has not constricted its
rate limits and the pending connection queue is full, as shown in Figure 5-2. An examination of
Tcpdump data collected during simulations shows that misclassification affects connection
establishment infrequently throughout the remainder of the attack. It is possible for D-WARD to
sporadically drop legitimate client ACK packets transmitted to the internal Web server, denying
connection establishment. Active Monitor misclassifies these clients as BAD because the
absence of an ACK packet indicates the handshake has failed to complete. This does not make
average PDS worse than the D-WARD only case or cause denied service after the attack ends. In
fact, the presence of D-WARD rate limits in the combined mitigation scenario dominates the
Active Monitor algorithm and causes average PDS and client data rate to behave much like the DWARD only case. Average PDS in the combined case is 0.45, similar to 0.46 encountered during
D-WARD only mitigation, while average client data rate is 34,000 Bps, similar to 29,000 Bps
occurring during D-WARD mitigation.
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5.4 D-WARD (OUTBOUND MONITORING) AND NETBOUNCER AGAINST A SINGLE
ATTACKER
To examine the interaction between D-WARD and NetBouncer, a single 1000-pps
attacker is enabled to send a SYN flood to the internal Web server. The attacker spoofs
addresses within its Class C subnet, which is included in the D-WARD policed address set.
NetBouncer is enabled to perform the TCP SYN Cookie test. When this attack is launched
against NetBouncer alone, average PDS is 0. NetBouncer is able to differentiate between
legitimate and attack traffic through use of the TCP SYN Cookie test. As described in Subsection
4.1.1, when D-WARD defends against this attack, average PDS is 0.46.

Figure 5-2 Victim server pending connection queue length (single attacker against D-WARD
and active monitor.
Average PDS is 0 when both technologies are enabled. This occurs because for each attack SYN
packet, NetBouncer replies with a SYN-ACK packet in an effort to complete the connection for the
TCP SYN Cookie test. This causes the ratio of TCP packets sent to TCP packets received to
remain close to one, and thus D-WARD does not detect an attack or enforce rate limits. Because
the NetBouncer TCP SYN Cookie test does not receive SYN-ACK packet responses, the attack
SYN packets are not forwarded to the protected network by NetBouncer. This represents an
improvement over the Active Monitor/Rate Limiter mitigation combination explored in Reference
6. Because D-WARD monitors both incoming and outgoing traffic at the policed network router,
it does not classify the well-balanced traffic created by NetBouncer’s TCP SYN Cookie test as
attack. This situation awareness allows D-WARD to make informed decisions regarding traffic
classification and rate limiting, resulting in an average PDS of 0.
5.5 D-WARD (OUTBOUND MONITORING) AND NETBOUNCER AGAINST AN
OCTOPUS ATTACK
To further test the synergy between D-WARD and NetBouncer, an attacker is enabled to
complete one TCP handshake (i.e., Octopus attack) and then send a flood of TCP SYN packets
from its own address. The attacker address is included in the D-WARD policed address set, and
NetBouncer is enabled to perform the TCP SYN Cookie test. An attack of this type launched
against NetBouncer results in an average PDS of 0.52. D-WARD handles this attack similar to the
SYN flood described in Subsection 4.1.1, resulting in an average PDS of 0.53. Average PDS is 0.52
when both technologies are enabled. Because the attacker’s address is on the legitimacy list,
NetBouncer allows all attack SYN packets to proceed to the internal Web server. This causes the
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pending connection queue at the server to fill, and the DoS that results prompts the ratio of TCP
packets sent to TCP packets received to increase. As the ratio passes the maximum value
permitted, D-WARD detects the attack and rate limits traffic to the internal Web server. Although
NetBouncer is unable to detect this attack, D-WARD recognizes the attack and enforces rate
limiting on all traffic to the server.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS
The deployment of multiple mitigation technologies simultaneously can improve overall mitigation
performance or introduce additional vulnerabilities. Combined mitigation performance hinges on
the algorithmic details of the specific mitigation technologies selected, rather than the general
classes to which their algorithms belong. For example, while some combinations of rate limiting
and classification algorithms eliminate an attack (e.g., Section 5.4, D-WARD and NetBouncer),
other such combinations do not decrease attack effectiveness (e.g., Section 5.3, D-WARD and
Active Monitor). Thus, combined mitigation performance is determined by the details of
algorithmic interaction between mitigation technologies, and may improve or inhibit overall
mitigation performance.
DDOS-DATA has analyzed DDOS attacks and mitigation technologies to develop a solid
understanding of the fundamental relationships between them. This understanding is necessary
to determine the ability of mitigation technologies to address the DDOS problem and to
understand how they can be successfully deployed together. To develop this understanding,
JHU/APL has developed a systems analysis approach that uses M&S to develop quantitative
metrics of attack, mitigation technology, and network performance. Such metrics are needed to
develop a methodology for rigorously comparing and assessing information assurance systems.
The conclusions for this analysis are as follows:
• By taking advantage of the numerous tunable system parameters, a system can be better
positioned to defend itself from an attack. For example, maximizing the number of client retries
while minimizing the time the server holds resources best defeated a SYN flood.
• The analysis of two rate limiting schemes, Cisco’s CAR and D-WARD, quantitatively
demonstrates that rate limiting is most effective if deployed as near to the attack source as
possible. Not only does this architecture throttle the attack before it reaches the target network,
it also minimizes the collateral damage caused by the rate limiter. Furthermore, smarter
schemes, such as D-WARD, are more effective because they can make better decisions.
• Technologies that force users to perform some work or pass a test to restrict their ability to
obtain resources will be defeated if the test response is easily automated or distributed.
However, if difficult nondeterministic aspects can be added to a test, the ability of an attacker to
adapt will be limited. The development of such tests will benefit from the application of formal
techniques to ensure that an attacker cannot exploit the test protocols.
• Combining mitigation technologies must be done with caution. In several cases, mitigation
technologies interfered with each other, causing an attack to become more effective. It is
noteworthy that conclusions with regard to interference do not necessarily hold true across
mitigation technology classes. For example, NetBouncer and D-WARD together reduced PDS
while Active Monitor and D-WARD together showed little improvement over the individual
attacks.
Finally, it is important to note that it is typically straightforward to modify attackers to either bypass
or exploit the mitigation technology. If the information assurance community is to successfully
develop attack countermeasures, it is imperative that they consider the appropriate threat model.
That is an adversary that will quickly adapt to mitigation technologies by developing new attacks,
not one that simply relies on known attacks.
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APPENDIX B - SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESULTS

Table B-1 Single mitigation technology performance

Table B-2 Mitigation combination performance
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APPENDIX C - LIST OF ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ACK
Bps
CAR
CPU
DATA
DDOS
DI
DoS
FIN
ICMP
HTTP
IP
JHU/APL
Mbps
M&S
NAI
PCC|CE
PCE
PDS
PLR
pps
QoS
RTO
sec
SYN
TCP
TRA
UDP
WWW

Acknowledgement
Bytes per Second
Committed Access Rate
Central Processing Unit
Defense Attack Tradeoff Analysis
Distributed Denial of Service
Differential Impact
Denial of Service
Finish
Internet Control Message Protocol
Hypertext Transfer Protocol
Internet Protocol
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
Megabits per Second
Modeling and Simulation
Network Associates, Inc.
Probability of Connection Completion given Connection Establishment
Probability of Connection Establishment
Probability of Denied Service
Packet Loss Rate
Packets per Second
Quality of Service
Retransmission Timeout
Second
Synchronization
Transmission Control Protocol
Turing Response Accuracy
User Datagram Protocol
World Wide Web
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